
Chocolate confectionery

Kyoto sweets café

ショコラトリーヒサシ

Chef Hisashi Onobayashi opened Chocolaterie HISASHI in April 2018, after 
gaining experience working at a famous Japanese shop for fifteen years. He won the 
2012 World Pastry Team Championship, and to commemorate, he created a set of 
three chocolate bonbons called “WPTC 2012”: coffee and walnut; fruit caramel; and 
yuzu and coconut. There are roughly 18 other varieties of bonbons available using 
carefully chosen ingredients. Taking advantage of his knowledge of making Japa-
nese sweets, “Mona Chocolat” is an original inspired by the 
"monaka" Japanese wafer sandwich.

Try chocolate bonbons and original sweets by the chef who won a 
world chocolate championship.

Chocolaterie HISASHI

Google MAP

166-16, Ebisu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto京都市東山区夷町166-16
TEL: 075-744-0310  OPEN: 11:00 to 18:30, eat in L.O. 18:00. 
Closed Mon. (regularly) and Tue. (irregularly) 
20 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi

URL: https://www.chocolaterie-hisashi-kyoto.com/

MAP❹ “WPTC 2012”,
¥1,296

“Bonbons Chocolats”
Box of 9, ¥3,240

“Mona Chocolat”, ¥380
Box of 10, ¥4,180.

*Prices incl. tax.

林万昌堂 Sweet chestnuts

This sweet chestnuts (Amaguri) shop is at the intersection of Kyoto’s ever-
bustling Shijo-dori street and the Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade. Using high 
quality “Kahoku Ritsu” chestnuts from China’s Hebei Province, these carefully 
roasted Amaguri are very sweet and aromatic. Since its founding, Hayashi 
Manshodo has only sold chestnuts that are roasted on that day, showing its 
dedication to flavor.

Using a traditional method to make freshly-roasted sweet chest-
nuts for over 140 years.

Sweet
Chestnuts bag

Regular Size Chestnuts
200g bag, from ¥800

Specially Selected Large
Size Chestnuts 200g bag,

from ¥860

Hayashi Manshodo

Shijo Main Shop: 3 Otabimiyamoto-cho, Shijo-dori, 
Teramachi Higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

四条本店：京都市下京区四条通寺町東入ル御旅宮本町3

TEL: 075-221-0258  OPEN: 10:00 to 20:00 
12 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi
URL: http://www.hayashi-mansyodo.jp/en/

MAP❻

*Prices incl. tax.

Saryo Suisen
茶寮翠泉

Suisen Parfait
with all kinds of
matcha flavors,

¥1,180
*Price incl. tax.

Google MAP

Takatsuji Main Shop: 1F Kyoto Takatsuji Bldg., 521 Inari-cho, 
Takatsuji-dori, Higashinotoin-higashi-iru, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto 

高辻本店：京都市下京区高辻通東洞院東入稲荷町521番地 京都高辻ビル1階

TEL: 075-278-0111
OPEN: 10:30 to 18:00 (L.O. 17:30) (No regular holidays)
5 min. from Kyoto Station by taxi 

MAP❺

The storefront is in the style of a traditional machiya townhouse. You can enjoy special 
sweets, surrounded by a Japanese mood. The “Suisen Parfait” is the number one recommenda-
tion. With high quality matcha ice cream, Japanese red-bean pancake, friand cake and sweet 
rice shiratama dumplings, it is a veritable assortment of matcha flavors, made with top grade 
matcha tea. Other matcha desserts include Matcha Awayuki Kori Ice (¥1,130) and Marokoi 
Matcha Latte (hot) 3D Art (¥650).

A teahouse made in the image of a tearoom, full of Japanese atmosphere, with 
matcha green tea sweets made with famous Uji tea.

URL: http://saryo-suisen.com

Google MAP

*Prices are subject to change from Oct 2019.
 Please inquire at each store for more details.
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